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Abstract
The main aim of this paper is to construct a latest Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) for Kyrgyzstan economy for
the year 2010. The constructed SAM shows the interaction between production, income, consumption and capital
accumulation in the economy. The dataset for the SAM is mainly based on the input-output table and national
account system data for the country. The SAM can be used to provide an analysis of the interrelationship between
the production structure of the economy and the distribution of incomes and expenditures of different household
groups in the country. In addition, it can be used as a data base for the CGE modelling for the Kyrgyz economy for
different policy simulations. The constructed SAM consists of 20 production sectors of the economy, two factors
of production and ten categories of households. It also has the accounts for government and the rest of the World.
Keywords: Input-Output Table, Social Accounting Matrix, data for CGE modeling, Kyrgyz economy.

1. Introduction
A social accounting matrix (SAM) basically
represents transactions in a complete economic
system. In this context, SAM captures the transactions
and transfers between all economic agents in an
economy (Pyatt and Round, 1985; Reinert and RolandHolst, 1997). It is a square matrix whose corresponding
columns and rows present the expenditure and
receipt accounts of economic actors and all
corresponding row and column totals are equal. SAM
represents the whole economic system of a country
and thus highlights the circular flow of payments
and receipts among the different components of the
system such as goods, activities, factors, institutions,
and the “Rest of the World” (ROW), meaning, all
actors outside the economic system being studied. In
other words, a SAM is a simple and efficient way of
representing the fundamental law of the economics
that for every income there is a corresponding outlay
or spending. It describes various channels through
which production is linked with income distribution,
consumption, savings, investment and external trade.
Also, it provides a comprehensive and consistent
description of the transactions taking place in an
economy for a given year.

Therefore, we can use a SAM to analyse the
relationship between production structures, income
distribution and consumption profile of different
household groups in an economy (Round, 2002). The
social accounting matrix (SAM) has been extensively
used as a tool for policy analysis in the last four
decades by researchers (see for example, Pyatt and
Round, 1985; King, 1985; Pyatt, 1991; De Santis and
Orhan, 1997; Round, 2003; Deb Pal et al., 2012). In
recent years, SAMs have been used as the database
of Computable General Equilibrium Models by many
researchers (see for example Karadag and Westaway,
1999; Yeldan, 1999; Akkemik, 2012;).
To the authors’ best knowledge, there have been
three previous attempts to construct a SAM for
Kyrgyzstan. 2001 SAM for Kyrgyzstan constructed
by the World Bank consists of 88 sectors of the
economy, two factors of production and two type
of households, namely rich and poor (World Bank,
2005, p.14). Although the production sector is highly
disaggregated in this SAM, the household sector is
not very detailed for analyzing income distribution
purposes. Also another SAM constructed as a World
Bank project, includes 52 sectors and two factors of
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production1. Household has been disaggregated
into 20 groups (10 urban and 10 rural household
groups). Moreover, Mogilevski and Omorova (2011)
constructed a SAM for Kyrgyzstan for the year
2006. This SAM has 12 sectors, three labor types
according to the education level and four capital
types. Households have not been disaggregated and
represented by single account. Additionally, three
types of taxes are given: direct, import, and other
indirect taxes.
Given these previous SAMs the main aim of this
study is to construct a SAM for Kyrgyzstan economy
for the year 2010 using the latest available data2.
In construction of the SAM inter-industry balance
for 2010 and national accounts data for 2010-2011
are used. Household is disaggregated by 10 decile
groups. Therefore, the main feature of this SAM is the
use of latest data and disaggregation of household
by income groups, which was previously done
only in 2003 SAM. This approach allows for income
distribution analysis of economic policies within
CGE modeling because the design of this SAM is
conditioned by CGE modelling perspectives.

The rest of this paper is organised as the following.
Section 2 gives basic information about Kyrgyz
economy. Section 3 presents a basic structure of a
SAM. Section 4 gives the information about data
requirements and procedures in building the SAM
for Kyrgyzstan. Section 5 gives the conclusion of the
study.

2. Brief Information about Kyrgyzstan
Economy
During the large-scale post-Soviet economic
reforms in 1990s, Kyrgyzstan was considered as one
of the most reformist economies. Comprehensive
economic reform packages on price and trade
liberalization and mass privatization found strong
support from international financial organizations.
However, economic growth during the post-reformist
period in 2000s has been remaining unsustainable
(see for instance, Pomfret, 2010). In particular,
political events happened in 2005 and 2010 affected
economic performance negatively of the country.
The following table shows the main macroeconomic
indicators for the Kyrgyz economy for the time period
between 2002 and 2011.

Table 1: Macroeconomic indicators of Kyrgyzstan Economy (2002-2011)
2002 2003
GDP growth (annual %)
GDP percapita, PPP
(constant 2005 international $)
Agriculture, valueadded (% of GDP)

2004

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

0.0

7.0

7.0

-0.2

3.1

8.5

8.4

2.9

-0.5

6.0

1557

1649

1744

1721

1756

1888

2027

2060

2026

2121

38

37

33

32

33

31

27

21

19

19

Industry, valueadded (% of GDP)

23

22

24

22

20

19

24

27

29

31

Services, etc.,valueadded (% of GDP)

39

41

43

46

47

50

49

52

51

51

Trade,valueadded (% of GDP)

14

16

19

20

22

21

21

19

18

19

Consumer Price Index*

2.1

3.1

4.1

4.3

5.6

10.2

24.5

6.8

8

16.6

Current account balance (% of GDP)

-1.8

-2.2

1.3

-1.5

-10.1

-6.0

-13.6

-2.2

-8.0

-4.3

-0.9

-0.5

0.2

-0.2

0.1

0.8

-1.5

-4.9

-4.7

Government Budget Balance (% of GDP)
GINI index

0.42

0.41

0.42

0.433

0.45

0.42

0.363

0.37

0.371 0.382

Poverty

54.8

49.9

45.9

43.1

39.9

35

31.7

31.7

33.7

Workers’ remittancesreceived (% of GDP)

2.29

4.07

8.53

13.09 16.98 18.80 23.98 21.15 26.60 29.00

36.8

Source: Living Standards in Kyrgyzstan 2006-2010; Living Standards in Kyrgyzstan 2007-2011; World Bank WDI;
Bulletin of the NBKR 2012, 2008.
* compared to the previous year
http://www.stat.kg/stat.files/din.files/prise/1080001%20(КРПТУН).pdf
http://www.stat.kg/stat.files/din.files/prise/1080001%20(КИПЦ).pdf
Although, this SAM has not been published yet, we used the necessary data from this source with the permission of Miles Light. In this
respect, the authors would like to thank Miles Light for providing this dataset for us.
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The latest available Input-Output Table for Kyrgyzstan was for the year 2010 when this study carried out.
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As can be seen from the Table 1, although the
share of agricultural sector in total GDP has decreased
in recent years, still it has a relatively high share (19 %
in 2011). On the other hand, the shares of services and
industry sectors have increased in recent years. In
spite of the fact that the poverty level has decreased
substantially since 2002, still its level is high - 36.8 per
cent. Despite the fact that per capita income level
increased since 2002, Kyrgyzstan remains as the low
income level countries. Income distribution in last ten
years performed slight improvement, but it does not
represent considerable changes. The Gini Coefficient
has got worse since 2008. These features and high
dependence on imported goods cause sensitivity of
Kyrgyzstan economy to external shocks. Moreover,
the country has experienced twin deficits since 2009.
Weak economic conditions contributed to
migration of labor force mainly to Russia. Nowadays,
remittances sent by migrants outside of Kyrgyzstan
are important income source of the economy.
According to the World Bank (2012) Kyrgyzstan
ranks 3rd among the top 10 recipients of migrant
remittances as a share of GDP in 2011. Such large

amount of remittances inflow helps reduction in
deficit of balance of payments and can be seen as one
of the major factors in sustaining livelihood of most
rural population.

3. Basic Structure of a SAM
A Social Accounting Matrix or SAM is an
accounting framework which encapsulates structural
interrelationships between the different sectors in
an economy. Basically, it is a way of representing
the fundamental law of the economics that for
every income there is a corresponding outlay or
expenditure in an efficient way. The most important
things to be noted are that it is a square matrix and
that all corresponding row and column totals are
equal in constructing a SAM. As mentioned before
the SAM accounts provide the basic data set for CGE
modelling as well.
The following table presents an aggregated SAM
for a national economy in a schematic form in which
elements of the matrix are labelled according to the
type of transaction they represent.
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Imports

Aggregate
supply

7. ROW

Total

Factor costs

Household
expenditures

Savings

Household
consumption

Household

6. Capital Account

Factor income

Factors

Direct tax

Domestic sales

Commodities

Government
expenditures

Savings

Transfers

Government
consumption

Government

EXPENDITURES

5. Government

Total costs

Factor
payments

3. Factors

4. Household

Intermediate
inputs

2. Commodities

1. Activities

Activities

Table 2: Schematic Aggregate SAM for an Economy

Government
revenue

Household
Income

Factor income

Aggregate
demand

Total sales

Total

Total payments
abroad

Foreign savings Total savings

Capital inflow

Foreign
remittances

Exports

ROW

Total
Total Receipts
Investment from abroad

Investment

Capital
Account
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As can be seen from Table 2, the rows and columns
of this square matrix are given as identical labels. The
basic principle of double-entry accounting requires
that total revenue equals total expenditure for each
account in the SAM. In other words, account’s row
and column totals must be equal. The basic structure
in this table recognizes 7 types of account which can
be grouped into three categories. First of all, the SAM
contains the production accounts from 1 to 3 (a set of
accounts for production activities, commodities and
factors of production that represent total accounts
for production within the economy). Secondly,
the household account is given in account 4. Also,
the SAM gives both the current and the capital
accounts for institutions (numbered 5-6). Finally,
the aggregated SAM in the table shows a distinction
between the domestic economy (accounts 1 to 7)
and the rest of the world or ROW for short (account
7). Thus, the SAM shows from where each account
derives its receipts and how the income is distributed
to the other accounts.

4. Construction of the SAM for the Kyrgyz
Economy
The first stage in compiling the SAM is to construct
an aggregated SAM using available published data
related to production, consumption government
budget, and rest of the world for the economy. The
main statistical sources used to achieve this task are:
• Input-Output table for 2010 by National
Statistical Committee of Kyrgyz Republic
(NSCKR)
• NSCKR “National Accounts 2007-2011” report
• NSCKR “Living Standard of Population in Kyrgyz
Republic2006-2010” report
• Bulletin of the National Bank of Kyrgyz Republic
(NBKR) for 2012.
• Household Budget Survey 2003.
The SAM provides a framework for reconciling
an input-output table, national income accounts
and other necessary data for Kyrgyzstan. The most
recently published input-output table belongs to
2010 and this provides the detailed information
that forms the basis of especially the production
accounts in the SAM. Thus this was the year chosen

3

as the representative year. Using other data from
other sources, this input-output data was extended
to incorporate information on domestic household
groups consistent with the production side accounts
and also to explicitly incorporate an external sector
balance condition which is not present in the inputoutput data. As the data required for the SAM is so
comprehensive, the sources are necessarily divergent.
Therefore, some adjustments need to be made to
ensure that all parts of the data are consistent with
each other. Since the input-output table forms the
backbone in constructing the SAM, all data on industry
are taken to be fixed while data on household incomes
and expenditures are correspondingly adjusted by
using the RAS method used by researchers (see, for
example, De Santis and Orhan, 1997; Karadag and
Westaway, 1999; Unlukaplan 2009). As one of the
ultimate aims for constructing the SAM was general
equilibrium tax policy analysis, it is necessary to
incorporate substantially more detail on taxes than
exists in either the input-output table or the income
and expenditure accounts. In this context, we divide
indirect taxes between indirect taxes on production
and indirect taxes on consumption (such as VAT).
Table 3 shows an aggregated SAM for Kyrgyzstan
for the year 2010. As can be seen from the table, the
aggregated SAM consists of activities, commodities,
factors, household, government, indirect taxes,
capital account and rest of the world (ROW)
accounts (8 accounts)3. Then, mainly the production
and consumptions sectors are disaggregated for
the aim of the study. In this context, activities and
commodities are each disaggregated according to
the 2010 input-output table classification, hence
comprising 20 accounts in each case. Also, households
are disaggregated according to their income size (10
classes). This disaggregation may allow modellers
to analyse the effects of policy changes on income
distribution and on welfare of households. Factors
account includes labor and capital. Indirect taxes
account includes indirect taxes on production,
consumption and import duties. Moreover, the
capital account includes private gross fixed capital
formation, public gross fixed capital formation and
changes in stocks. Thus, the disaggregated SAM
contains 56 accounts in total.

The disaggregated SAM is available from the authors if requested.
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28

97911.67

Capital

543015

Total

472373

179994.40

ROW

Capital Account

96012

97912

172000.34

Household

245848

39684.26

11324.00

97911.67

Capital

Indirect tax

96011.93

Labor

22839.00

4321.50

358699.27

Commodities

Government

8219.97

96011.93

Labor

Household

270228.93

Commodities

Activities

Activities

Table 3: An Aggregated SAM for Kyrgyzstan Economy

55693

-2803.00

15475.00

43021.01

Government

23865

23865.47

Indirect tax

57765

57765.05

Capital
Account

179994

20883.00

8989.00

36449.00

113673.33

ROW

179994

57765

23865

55693

245848

97912

96012

543015

472372

Total
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4.1. Production
Activities account
Regarding the production account, activities and
commodities are separated to allow greater flexibility
in the determination of relative prices, as well as
industrial structure. We need to separate the activity
and commodity account, as activities are assumed
to consist of producers who are behaviourally distinct

in a modeling framework. In this context, activities
account shows the value of output produced by
sectors of economy and cost of production of each
sector. As mentioned above SAM is largely based
on the NSCKR Input-Output table, which classifies
economy by 34 sectors. For the construction of SAM
this I-O table has been aggregated into 20 sectors.
The following table shows the sectoral aggregation
regarding the production sector.

Table 4: The Sectoral Aggregation of Production
Sector
Code

Sectors in SAM

AGR

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

1-2

MIN

Mining

3-5

FTB

Manufacture of food products, tobacco and beverages

6

TEXL

Manufacture of textile and textile products, leather and
leather products, footwear

7

WP

Manufacture of wood, paper products, publishing and
printing

8-9

PETC

Manufacture of coke, refined petroleum, chemicals, and
non-metallic mineral products

10-11

MET

Manufacture of basic metals and fabricated metal products

12-13

MAC

Manufacture of machinery and equipment

14-15

ELT

Electricity generation and distribution services

16

GAS

Gas fuel production and distribution

17

WAT

Steam and hot water supply and distribution services

CON

Construction

TRADE

Wholesale and retail trade

HOTR

Hotels and restaurants

TRC

Transport and communication

FIN

Financial intermediation

27

RER

Real estate, renting and business activities

28

PUB

Public administration

29

EDUH

Education and health

30-31

OS

Other services

Column of the activities account refers to the
costs of production, in other words expenditures
made to intermediate inputs, factor payments and

Key to sectors in the
NSCKR I-O table

18-19
20
21-22
24
25-26

23, 32-34

indirect taxes on production, while row shows supply
of its products to domestic market and the rest of the
world as exports. For the construction of expenditures
29
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and receipts of activities account data given in the I-O
table have been used.
Commodities account
Separation of product account and commodities
is a standard approach in construction of SAM (see
Breisinger, et al. 2007; Karadag and Westaway,
1999; De Santis and Ozhan, 1997). This feature of
SAM gives possibility to see the distribution of
domestic production between domestic demand
and total supply, and domestic demand by domestic
production and import. Also, it provides with
flexibility in output-consumption relation. As one
commodity may be product of different activities,
and activity may produce different commodities. In
other words, there is no one-to-one relation between
activities and commodities.
Commodities account also consists of 20 sectors
listed in Table 2. Columns of the commodity account
show payments to domestic activities, the rest of the
world, and import duties. Rows of this account show
sources of total demand: intermediate consumption
by production account, consumption by households
and government, and demand for investment
purpose. Thus, column total gives aggregate supply,
while demand total aggregate demand. Domestic
sales obtained by subtracting exports from total
output of production account.

although, some others argue that interpretation of
income from self-employment just completely as
capital or labor income would be misleading (see for
instance, Guscina, 2006; Gollin, 2002). In particular,
Gollin (2002) states that under the conditions
of large share of income of labor, which is selfemployed or employed in unincorporated sector,
as in most developing economies, use of “employee
compensation” may underestimate labor share in
total factors income4.
Hence, mixed income has been distributed
between labor and capital by taking the relative
share in value added of each sector and the role of
small and medium sized enterprises (SME) in these
sectors into account.
4.2. Household Sector
Household account shows expenditure and
income of household in an economy. Column refers
to household expenditures on consumption, taxes
and savings, while row shows income from labor,
capital, government and transfers from abroad.

Factor account comprises labor and capital. As
a standard approach “compensation of employees”
in I-O table is used as labor income, while capital
income is formed from “net operating surplus” and
“use of fixed capital (capital depreciation)” rows.

The single representative household in the
aggregated SAM has been disaggregated into
10 income decile groups. The first decile group
represents the households with the lowest income,
while the tenth group represents the households
with the highest income. We used, “Living Standards
of Population in Kyrgyz Republic 2006-2010” for the
disaggregation (National Statistical Committee of
Kyrgyz Republic, 2011). We also used the data set
provided by Light as mentioned above. Consumption
of each household group is determined by using
2003 SAM provided by Light.

According the National Accounts (2006-2010)
report statistics dominant part of income in the
economy is classified as gross mixed income. Mixed
income is the income of unincorporated enterprises
owned by households in which members of
household can produce unpaid labor, including
elements of remuneration for work (NSCKR, 2009, p.
12). In other words, it is difficult to distinguish income
of labor force used for production and income of
enterprise owner regarding mixed income. In the
literature, some authors interpret mixed income
as capital income (see for instance, Diwan, 2001),

Regarding expenditures, households pay direct
and indirect taxes (as consumption tax like VAT) to the
government. Indirect tax payment of all household
decile groups have been estimated at the ratio of
taxes on goods to household consumption calculated
from I-O table. Shares of each household group in
direct taxes and savings have been approximated
using the data of NSCKR (2011). In the same vein,
NSCKR (2011) gives income structure of households
in per cent for ten decile groups. Sources of income
have been aggregated as labor, capital, government
and remittances from abroad.

Factor account

Stating this issue Gollin (2002) suggests adjustments for correction using Operating Surplus of Private Unincorporate Enterprises data
(OSPUE). His approach was applied by Bernanke and Gurkaynak (2001) for labor share estimation for more than 50 countries, where
Kyrgyzstan is not included.
4
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4.3. Government
Government account represents expenditures
on column and revenues of government on row.
Government makes payments to goods and services,
social transfer to households and saves the rest.
Government receives income from direct taxes,
indirect taxes on production and on household final
consumption and capital inflows from the rest of the
world.
Government consumption data have been
obtained from the I-O table, while values of social
transfer, savings and capital inflow from abroad
have been calculated from the government finance
statistics of the NSCKR and NBKR data for 2010. Data
on direct taxes and indirect taxes are as explained in
activities, commodities and household accounts.
Indirect taxes account
Indirect taxes account includes taxes on activities,
import duties and taxes on household consumption.
Data on indirect taxes on activities obtained from
the I-O table as net values by subtracting subsidies
from taxes. Import duties and taxes on household
consumption are described in commodities and
household accounts correspondingly.
Capital account
Capital account shows investment by sectors
of economy on column and savings by household,
government and savings from the rest of the world
on row. Data on investment by sectors of economy
is the sum of “gross fixed capital accumulation” and
“changes in inventories” obtained from the I-O table.
Household and government savings and savings
flow from abroad estimations are based on National

Account Systems, Government Finance, and Balance
of Payments data for 2010.
4.4 Rest of the World
Rest of the world account indicates relations of
the economy with the rest of the world. This account
expenditures column shows export of economy,
remittances inflow to households, capital inflow
to government and capital investment as foreign
savings, while receives income as import of economy
from the rest of the world. Export and import cells of
the SAM are based on I-O table data, while remittances
and capital inflows to government and private sector
are assessed on macroeconomic statistical data of the
NSCKR and NBKR.

5. Conclusion
This SAM constructed with latest available data
may serve as one of the tools in designing better
formulated economic policies. In particular, inclusion
of separate indirect taxes account and disaggregation
of household by income level groups makes it
possible to evaluate different possible scenarios by
taking taxation and income distributional aspect of
economic policy into account.
Social accounting matrix constructed in this study
can be used as the database for CGE modeling that
makes it applicable to wide range of policy analysis.
Detailed description of an economy in terms of
the production and consumption across sectors
of economy and household groups, government
expenditure and taxation allows for analyses of
economic policy consequences on production and
income distribution.
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